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We wish all readers, a Happy, Healthy and 

Prosperous New Year 2022. 

The government message is year 2022 will 

be a “time of transition” as the economy 

steadily recovers and Singapore 

reconnects with the rest of the world” 

We are seeing the Covid19 Omicron strain 

is more infectious and less serious 

medically. The overall number affected is 

much lesser than the Delta strains. 

  

 

Dormitory Association of Singapore Limited (DASL) has held a seminar 

using STL venue on 8 Jan 2022. 

This Design Thinking project is to generate ideas and proposed 

measures for long term dormitory design. Develop dorm culture and 

good practices. Example re-look the foreign worker’s need in roles as 

son, husband and father plus individual interest and responsibility 

development in the dormitory. Seminar includes senior management 

staff from different dormitories and there were breakout groups for 

detail feedback. 

 

  

 

  

 

The Dedicated Facilities services started 12 Dec 2021 and ends 

11 Jan 2022. The same venue will be reverted back to Central 

Recovery Facilities (CRF) and Dormitory Recovery Facilities 

(DRF). 

This is to increase the standby capacity in preparation of the 

next wave of affected foreign workers by Covid 19 Omicron 

strain. The manpower, processes and administration services 

need to be adjusted for the projected inpro. Food vendors are 

briefed accordingly. 

MOM/ACE has also informed on the changes of the testing 

regime for foreign workers with Ag+ testing result residing in 

CRF/DRF  

 

If the travel restriction on the foreign workers is eased then we will likely to see an 

increased in the dormitory occupancy. With foreseeable end of the Covid19 

pandemic, there will also lifting health and welfare restriction affecting the 

movement of foreign workers. 

Seminar held by DASL in STL venue  

Ag+ residents 

conveyed to DRF at STL 
CRF Inpro 
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4.  “Red Pass” Resident movement restriction 
 

6. CNY Hampers & Gifts 
 

MOM/ACE has stepped up enforcement of foreign workers illegal 
movement and travel outside of dormitory. 

Many foreign workers holding red pass were caught outside dormitory, 
each case investigated and thereafter fine. 

STL has also enforced all cluster residents are not allowed to leave the 
cluster if they are holding red pass and 100% check necessary for all 
residents exiting the cluster. Note: residents with red pass cannot visit 
STL commercial shops (supermarket, remittance, barber, foodcourt etc) 
and their company/employer to make such essential services 
arrangement for their confined residents/employees. 

 

 

 

 

5. CNY Decorations/Event 
 
Every cluster has displayed the Chinese New Year 
(CNY) Decorations celebrating this event. 
 
STL jointly with The Salvation Army has planned 2 
Feb 2022, 3pm to 6.30pm activity for approximately 
100 Chinese residents in 2 musical performance 
sessions of 50 pax each. 
 
All participants will be given goody bags, 
dumplings, noodles, oranges and red packets. 
There will also be lucky draw and photo taking 
session. 
 
 

STL would like to acknowledge and thank all donors for the CNY Hampers & Gifts. 

Access code checked by STL 

staff before leaving Cluster 

Red access code, not 

allowed to leave Cluster 

CNY decorated tree at 

the entrance of STL 
CNY decorations at Cluster 1 


